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C h a p t e r - VI 

R 1 i g i 0 n. 
--·- -·- -----··· -----------------

1 We have already seen earlier that the culture and 

civilization of the Indo-Aryan.d reached Bengal quite late. 

There is no mention of Bengal in the Saibita the Rigveda. The 

:"'\..._ la 
Pundras are referred as Dasyus in the A1 tareya Brwu.uana • 

• • 
• - - 2 . .. 

Vangavagadha referred in the Ai tareya Aranyaka , .1n aespJ.s.lng 

~. ~ 
terms, really meantl .. Vangas and..,_Magadhas. It clearly indicates 

that Bengal was outside the area of Aryan culture even in the 

later Vedic period. The same feature prevailed even in the 

.. - - 3 Sutra period. The Baudhayana Dharma Sutra prescribed penance 
• 

----------------~-----
for those visiting Pundra and vailga comprising South-East 

• 0 

Bengal·. The Jaina icharailga Sutra describes the people of 

Ridha as barbarous o 
• 

We are not going to treat the gradual expansion of 

Aryan culture in detail. The study of Videgha Mithava in the 

lata patha Brarunana and the like were the stories of Aryan ex

pansion in the Eastern countries 
4

• The Juina PraJnapana inclu

des the Vangas and Lidhas in the list of Aryan peoples 5 • It 
• 

has been referred indirectly in the Di vyavadana that the Jaina 

religion was established in Pundra or North Bengal in the time 
0 • 
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of Afoka. The first definite evidence of the further progress 

of j.I'yan culture to-wards the east is furnished by the Mahabha-

rata. In the Mahabharata, we come across the episode of 

-Paundrakavasudeva. Devakiputra Vasudeva .K:·ishna, the great 

religious pr:eceptor was challenged by the King of the Pundras 
! I 

and Kiritas. He was, however, defeated by Krishna 6 • The 
• • 

Mahabhirata also refers to the places of Pilgrimage in Bengal. 

• - 0 

The Ganga..Sagara..Sa.ngama is referred in connection with the 

-legend of Bhagiratha and the Pilgrimage of Yudhishthira. The 
• 

rivers like the Karotoya, Lauhi tya were considered as sacred 

and a dip into these rivers was equal to the virtues of perfor

ming an ~amedha sacrifice 7• All these indicate that the 

Aryans had much more intimate contact with Bengal at the time 

of the Mahabhirata than in the time of the Dharma-sutras. It 

has also been indicated that there were powerful states and 
t' 

religions sanctuaries in Bengal which were respected by the 

Al"yans. J.ll these go against the contemptuous references of 

Bengal in earlier records 8 • 

Though the precise date of the Aryan contact is diffi-

cult to ascertain, yet it has been suggested that this signi-

ficant change might have taken place between the ages repres

ented by the Baudhayana Dharmasutra and tr.e Mahabharata. 
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It may, therefore, he reasonably assumed that the first stage 

of Aryanisation of Eastern- India took place between 4th Cen

bury B.C. and 4th Century A.D. 9 

With the spread of the Aryan culture the Vedic reli-

gions system was also introduced into the region. It is, how-

ever, likely that this system became associated with the pre-

vailing forms of religious beliefs and rituals of the people 

inspite of the initial resistance by the Vedic seers. It was 

probably due to the intermarriage between the Aryan males and 

the Non-Ja-yan females, the speech and the social and religious 

life of the Aryan people began changing from early time. Atten-

tion may be dra-wn, for example to the borrowing of the cere-

bral sounds from the Non-Airyan speech, to the gradual amalga-
. I 

mation of the Rigvedic God Rudra and the pre-Aryan God Siva-

PJupati and to the germ of theism, a Non-aryan institution 

later, completely absorbed in Indian religious life 10• The 

concept of intense devotion and a sense of abso~te surrender 

to the God, the technical nam-e for which is 'bhakti' explained 

a.s 'exceptional attachment to God' may be regarded as an 

un-Aryan concept gradually adopted by the mixed Alryo-Non-Aryan 

population 11• 

Thus the Vedic religion itself sustained some changes 
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by coming in contact with the Non-Aryan culture and it 

resulted in fusion of the two cultures. In course of time, 

as observed~.c. Majumdar, the leaders of the Orthodox reli

gion having observed Vaishnavism and s(aivism proceeded to . . . . 

evolve an altogether new pantheon whose history is told and 

glories sung in a new 11 terature, the Puranas. "These texts, 
• 

whose number is ever on the increase, now came to- forefront 

and gradually became the principal religious literature of 

. -the people at large, in place of the old Vedic Samhitas and 

Br8hmanas"12 • 
• 

. Branmanical religion : The. extension of the Vedic 

civilization in various part of India, which were outside the 

pale of Vedic culture, is evidenced by the extant epigraphic 

evidence since thefGupta period. It resulted in the spreading 

or the Yarnasfama-dharma. The society was compartmentallsed . 
into various varnas and the Branmanas were provided v.1. th the 

• 

highest position in the society. The inscriptional sources 

also refer to the construction or temples for various Brihman-
• 

ical Gods and permanent endo'Wlllents were made for defraying 

expenses or their repair and making provisions for their 
., 

maintenance 13• Lands were donated for the settlement or the 

Brihm~as in the region full of dense forests apparently 
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14 
in view of reclamation and extension of agricultural land • 

The supremacy of the Branmanas was not only in the field of 
0 

religious runction, they were also important factors in admi-

ntstration of the village. The involvement of the Brarunanas • 

in the Local administration is proved by various epigraphic 

sources 15 • 

Hence the entire religious environment was comple-

tely controlled by the Brarunanas almost in the identical mann-
o 

er as else\lhere in Northern India. It was tne Gupta· adminis-

trative unity \lhich brought the whole o~ Northern India into 

one cultural unit and furthered the cause of the Brihmanical 
• 

religion. 

The syst;m of Brihm~cal domination in the religi-

' 
ons life continued even after the coming of the Palas, 'Who 

. were Buddhists. There are abundant references to land donation 

made to the Brihmanas versed in the study of the Vedas, Vedangas, 
• 

Mimamsa and Vyikarna and capable of performing Vedic sacrifi-
• 

16 Ac d. t th th ces • cor 1ng o e au or of the work Haricharita, 

Dharmapala granted land to Brarunanas, adept in Vedic stUdies17 • 
• 

In the Khalimpur copper plate .of Dharmapala, Lakshmi, the 

goddess of fortune·has been compared to the line of 

Dayitavishnu 18
o In the monohyr copper plate 19 of Devapala , 
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Dharmapila has been described as putting back the misguided 

castes to their folds. The tradition continued in later times. 

I 
Lakshmf, Indra, VisP~u, Siva were specially favourite with the ----·- -
Pila..Chandra rulers. In the Ram-pili inscription of irichandl'a ~ 

his wife iri'Kift'chan; has been compared "With "'achl of Indl'a, 

Gouri or iiva and Lakshmi or Vishnuu 20• Similar comparison 

from the Bribmanical myths and Purinic literature has been 
• • 

21 made 1n many other Chandra record • 

Thus it is quite clear that being devotees of 

Buddha, they were not lagging behind in the general culture of 

the time W.ich was basically flavoured w1 th the Purinic myths • 
• 

As a result of the influence of the Brihmanical cults some 
• 

or the Pala-Chandra rulers became converts to Hindu Worshippers. , 

The Pala Kings had (ereditary Brahm~ ministers and Devapala' s 

conquests were masterplanned by his minister Who unashamedly 

i t hi 22 -pr ded a t s • Thus the Puriinic religion was gaining 
• 

upperhand even when the royal religion was Buddhism. 

The Aryan culture gained much prominence in Bengal 

·- 1n the 11th and 12th Centuries under the patronage. of the 

I Varman and Sena Kings. The BhubanesvaJtt.,temple inscription of 

Bha~~a Bhavadeva refers to hundred villages as the birth place 

of Savarna gotra Brihmanas versed in the Vedic lares 23 • 
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The copper plate of Bhojavarman refers to grant of land in 

the province of Pundl'avardhana to Brab.minas who were attached 
• • • 

to the studies of the Vedas. It has also been referred in the 

same Copper plate that the Varmans had the zeal for the three 

Vedas which are described as the only protection of men 

(covering the nakedness of men) 24 • The Varmans particularly 

Simalavarmana is credited to have brought Palcha~ya Vaidika 

Brarunanas from the west 25 
o Th-e Sena monarchs were staunch 

adherents to the Vedic and Puranic religion. The names of the 
0 

Vedic iwas like Kauthumi, A.S'valayana,Kanva and Paippalada 

are mentioned in the inscriptions of the Sena Kings and 

Samantasena, the founder of the Sena royal family, is. called 

Brahmavadf, who retired in his old age to a hermitage in forests 

on the banks of the Ganges \!lhich were a fUll or renowned 

asceties 26• .,-
' 

Thus it is reasonable to think that the revival of 

the Vedic culture in the Midlands under the Imperial Guptas led 

to the infiltration of the orthodox vedic culture in Bengal and 

with the extension of Patronage to such Brarunanas by the Kings 
• 

of Bengal, the movement of the Brarunanas from Midland gathered 
• 

momemtum from the middle of the 7th to 12th Century A...D. 
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Now the question comes Wn.y the Kings patronised 

the Brarunanas in this area. The reasons are - (i) aryanisation 
• 

of Bengal (ii) to preach aryan culture (iii) supporting the 

royal class by preaching the King as the incarnation of some 

god himself on earth. The priestly class received generous 

donation from the rulers as rewards. This resulted in the ere-

ation of tax free landed property of the Brahmanas. We have 
• 

already noticed that the Branmanas played significant part in 
0 

reclaiming the lands and also introducing newer techniques in 

the field of agriculture, which was naturally helpful for 

sustaining growing population. Our recor~s however, does not 

give us any indication whether there w~~e any tension between 

the village people on the one hand and the Brarunanas on the 
• 

other. But mere silence about this episode· in out available 

record does not pr~clude the possibility of the existence of 
I 

such tensions or hostility between the two classes. 

In the followdng pages we seek to present an account 

of religions and religious ideas with which the rulers of the 

Minor dynasties were associated. From a careful studY of our 

sources of information it is evident that these rulers were 

generally the followers of Vaishnavism, sfaivism, /aktism and 
• 

Buddhism. 
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It is interesting to note in this connection that 

inspite of great popularity of solar cult i.e. Worship of S~ya 

in different parts of Bengal during our period of studY, this 

could not appeal much to the rulers of mi~or dynasties under 

discussion. This is because of their devotion or adherence to 

the worship of principal forms Branmanical religion or Buddhism. 
0 

We are h~·e inclined to discuss those religions cults only. 

Vaishnavism • • Vishnu is represented as one of the 
• 

great Gods in some section of the Bigveda o He was not reg~ded 

as the greatest God in the early Vedic .times. The Rigveda 
• 

conceives Vishnu as one of the manifestations of the sun 27 • 
• 

. God Vishnu is noted in the Vedic tradi tio!1 for his exploits of 
• 

traversing the -whole of the universe w.i th three strides 28• 

He, however, had e,erged as the most influential member of the 
I 

Brarunanical triad in the epic and purar·lic periods29 • "This 
• 0 

Vishnu round whom one of the major Brahmanical cults grew up, 
' . . 

was really a result of the syncretism of three God concepts; 

the man-God V:asudeva - Krishna, the Vedic sun God Vishnu and 
~--~------· ___ o_ ----·-

the cosmic God Narayana_ of the Brarunanas 11 30 
• • 

The popularity of the cult of Vishnu has been 
• 

demonstrated by the discovery of numerous Vishnu images from 
• 

all over Bengal. 1'he eal.'liest reference to. this cult is found 
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in short record of three lines engraved on the back wall in 

-· -a hill named Susu.r1ia in Bankura. 

It certainly refers to the dedication of the cave to Chakras

vam1n, 1. e, Vishnu 31 , It was probably an inscription of the 
• 

4th Centuary A..D. 

Another inscription dated 447-8 ~D. found at 

Baigram 32 in the Bogra district refers to a gift· of land 

for the purpose of making an endo\\IIIlent for defraying the ex pen-

ses of the 11 repairs of the temple of Lord Govindasvimin, when 

damaged or dilapidated and for the performance of.the daily 

worship with perfumery, incense, la.mp and flO'\vers 11
• 

A Damodarpur inscription 33 of the time of Budha Gupta 

(477-95 A.D.) spe4ks of the Uods ~etavar~~asvamin and 

Ko.kamukhcqamin, both representing the. Va.raha Avatara. The tern-

ples of these Gods stood on the Hima.vao - Chikha.ra (Peak of 

the Himalay~) apparently at Varahachhatra ( Varaha. Kshetra) 

at the junction of the river Kau~iki and Koka in Nepal 34 • 

In the fifth Century A.D., an inhabitant of North Bengal seems 

-to have visited Va;;r811a:-Kshetra or Kokamukha tirtha on pilgri-

mage and constructed temples for the installation of two dei

ties of the same name near Damoda.rpur in North Bengal 35 • 
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The Gunaighar inscription of th(; time of Vain.ya 

Gupta of the 6th Century a.D. mentions the name of 

I 36 
Pradyumnes#tJa.ra • The form continued to be popular in the 

Sena period also when the same form occurs in the Deopara 

inscription of Vijayasena 37 • 

Another trace of the worship of the avatira of 

. - 38 
Vishnu may be found in the Tippera copper plate of Lokanatha 

in the 7th Century A.D. where Loknatha granted lands, for the 

temple of Lord Ananta. - Narayana., in an almost inaccessiple 
• 

forest region in Tippera district. 

The Krishna cult is supposed to have formed an 
• • 

important element of Vaishnavisrn in Bengal as early as the 6th 
• 

or 7th centuries A,D. Excavation at Paharpur unearthed a number 
1 

of images and the terracottas relating to the life and exploits 

of Krishna. It includes such scenes as the lifting of the 
• • 

mountain GovaJ.'dhana, the deaths of Chi.nura. and mushtika in 
• 

-wrestling combat with Krishna. and Bala:.rama., the uprooting of 
• • 

the AJ: juna. trees and the killing of the demon Keli 39 , The mast 

interesting among the sculptured scenes. at Pinarpur is the 

representation _or-Krishna engaged intimately with a lady. Some. 
• t 

scholars have identified the lady with Ridha, a very important 

feature of Bengal Vaishnavism in later years 40 • But this has 
• 
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been rejected by some others who think that the Ridha-K:ishr;a 

cult developed later on and J aya.deva was the chief archi teet 

of it. 

The same fe~ture of the patronage to Va;ishnavism by 
• 

the rulers prevailed from the 8th Century A.D. The Khalimpur 

inscription of L~e time of Dharmapala 41 tells us about the 

temple of Nanna-Narayana. Nanna was probably the name of the 
• 

person who had installed the ima.g e, a. very common and popular 

custom observed throughout India in the early periods. In the 

names of the Pala Kings also we come across· Vaishnava. influ-
• 

ence. Gopala remained a favourite name among the P_ila rulers, 

so also Nil.·ayana, Vigraha, Rama, Mada...rla etc. This was owing to 

the close contact between the two religious and Buddha was held 

as one of t.~e ten ~va tarr1d of Vishnu. 

The recently published Mainamatf plate 42 of Ladaha 
. . 

Chandra. of the Chandra dynasty proves that O\ving to the influence 

of Va.ishna:.vism he, though a member of the Buddhist royal family 
• 

repudi tated the Buddhist fa.:i th of his prececessors and granted 

land in favour of a Vaishnava deity in the name of Vasudeva -
• 

Bhat tar aka. Laksruna.r;asena and his successor, Vilvarupa, show 

special lea.:?ling to the Vaisru:avite cult and their inscriptions 
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plate 44 of the Va..rman King Bhojava.rman containing a seal wi t.'1 

the repres.entation of Vishnu's seal at the top, opening with 

·•om Siddhih' and with the Vaishnavi te gene~ogy point to t.'1e 
• 0 

staunch Vaishnavite lea~ngs of the f~~ly. 
0 

The representation of Vis~~u of G~·uda in the seal 
• • 

- - 45 1tr of the Mehar copper plates of Damodaradeva is certain..L.J 

symbolical of the Vaishnavi te faith of the King Damodara. The 
• 

Vaishnavite faith of the royal family to which Damodara belen-
• 

ged is evident from his name as well as of his three predecess-

ors. N.G. Majumdar has observed that t.I-J.e dynasty professed the 

46 
Vaishnava faith like the Varmans and the Senas. • 

• 

.; 
I 

From the foregoing discussion, we may form some 

idea about some special features of Vaishnavism in Bengal 
• 

during the period of our study. It is evident from epigraphic 

records that six special forms of Vishnu, Viz, Govinda$Vamdn, 
• 

I t :'!... - in - - I . . S.ve a-varC;i.uasvam , Kokamukha-svamin, Pradymnesvara, Ananta-

Narayana and Nanna-Narayana. were "WOrs~ipped in Bengal. During 

the Pre..Chai tanya age the chief object of worship was probably 

Vishnu of whom Krishna might have been tegarded as one on the 
• 0 • 

man,y incarnations. In the Bela:va copper plate of Bhojavarma 
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1 - i-re'"'~ 
mention is made of Sri Krishna .might ·have been regarded as 

----Z--..z.-" 

one of the many incarnations. In the Beliva. copper plate of 

Bhojavarman mention is made of /ri Krishna not only as the 

Mahibharata-sutrad.ha.ra but also as gopi-:lata Kelikara of 

irfmad-bhagavata although he is still an incarnation and not 

the supreme deity himself. 

It is probable that Vaishnava bhakti cult emerged 
• 

after the advent of the Senas in Bengal. Some are of the 

opinion that the advent of the Karnatas in Bengal with the . ·. 

advent of the Chedi prince Ka.rnadeva. introduced the 
• 

~imad-bhagavata emotionalism which had its most probable 

origin in Southern India and it is of much importance that the 

Senas, who were probably Vaishnavas, are described in inscrip-
• 

' 47 tions as Karnata B[shatriya • 

£nother complicted problem is the influence of the 

Pancharitra system o& :Bengal Vaishnavism. In this contest 
• 

the observation of P.C. Bagchi seems to be very reasonable. 

&:cording to him, "The Vyiiha-Vada 11/hich was the central idea 

of the Pancharatra is absent from the Bhagavatism of the Guptas 

which appears as a syncretism of various Vaishnavite beliefs 
• 

which ca~e to stay in the country. 
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It is this Vaishnavism which had found its way to Bengal 
• 

in the Gupta period and had been firmly establishe~ in the 

P:'!:',a . u 48 
Q...l. per~od • 

£aivism • • Siva, associated not only with the 

act of sruhhara (destruction), but also with those of Srishti . ~ 

(creation~,sthiti (preservation),anugraha (favour) and tiro-

bhava ( pm1er of concealment), emerged as a sectarian God 

almost simultaneously with Vaishnavism round about 4th or 5th 
• 

Century B.C. Some of the cr~acteristics ·of iiva were furni-
I 

shed by the non-vedic peoples as early as the Harappan 
49. 

culture • I 

According to some scholars, taivism originated in 

the east among the Vr~tyas or outcastes. But P.C. Bagchi refu-

ted this by stati~ that it would be unreasonable to thir~ 
I 

that £aivism originated in Eastel'n India among the Vratyas or 

outcastes w.ho did not conform to the rules of the orthodox 

Vedic religion 50
o 

The deity was represented in the beginning aniconi-

• cally but later icons developed. The Linga form of.Uod however 

continued to be most popular and slowly came to occupy the 

sanctum cella of the iaivite temple 51 • In the Gupta period 

£iva became an established dietyo 

! 

I 

I 
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It is lear·nt from the Damoctarpl.U·· copper plate of 

Buddha Gupta that before the end of the 5th Century A.li. , 

£iva \·tas worshipped in li;J.ba form even in the most inaccess

i~le parts of Northers ~al 52
o The cult of £iva obtained 

the patronage in Eastern Bengal, for the Gunaighar Grant 

---------------

0 

Terra.cotta lingas have been discovered in the 

~- I ~. 
P~arpUl'. Saivism also enjoyed the patronage of Sas.anka and 

Bhashkarvarman in the 7th Century A..D. 

With the advent of the liberal Pala Kings in the 

political scene, there occurred liberal attitude in the reli-

gio~ultm·al atmosphere and there \·laS practically, no obstacle 

I -in the field of Siva and Vish..nu worship. The Bodhgaya inscri-
• 

f 
ption of Dharmapala refers to the installation of fourfaced 

image of Mahooeva in Gay a 53 
o 

I 

I 

I 

The Pala power received temporary setback, during I 

the rule of Narayanapala (861-916 A.D) by the arrival of the I 
• 

Kambojas. Kuffjaraghatavarsha, a ruler of the Karnboia family, 
• 

·occupied Gau~a throne and established a £iva temple at Devlltota54,: 
----1-

Naraya.z;apa1a, being a Paramasaugata, patronised the construction 

of a. "Sahasrayatana11 temple of /iva Bhattar.:lli:a at Tirubhukti 55 
------~•w•~--- • 
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Rajyapala, the son and successor of Narayanapala, was instru-
• 

mental in building an, enormous ~va establisP~ent at Brihaddh

atta as is evident r~om the Bhaturiya inscription 56 • 
...1.!-

The excavation of Bangad inscription has thrown much 
• 

light on the religion of the Pala Kings 57 • The inscription 

refers to the stupendous /aiva establiShment in honour of 

ia.1vach~ya Indra(iva at Davikota under the patronage of the ... 
- -King Mahipala. According to D.C. Sircar, it appears from the 

discovery of the plate that Hahipala probably inclined towards 

the /a1va religion 58 • Nay~pala (1027 -43 A.D.) and his son 

Vigrahapila III ( 1043 - 70 A.D.), iriheri ted the £a1 va religioU4 

tradition. It is evident from the Bangad Prafas ti of Nayapala 

- - I -that Saivacharya. Sarvasiva \-laS the 1Gru·u1 of Nayapala. It may 
f' 

not be wrong to infer from it that Nayapala was a conve'ht 

to /a;i vi sm. 

The Amgachi inscription of Vigrahapala III 59 refers 

probably to temple of Mah@rala, a popular form of Sai va temple, 

t B :::-... __ ~.r - I -a raL.uL.LQ..L;-t-gramama.r:~ala. The Paschimbhag copper plate of 
I- 60 
Srichandra (925 - 75 A.D.) also refers to the templ~ of 

Mahakala. ~o it is evident that Mahakala was one of the popular 

I 
from of Siva worshipped in Bengal during the Pala-Chandra periodw 
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King G ovinda Chandra, ( l 020 - 55 A.D. ) the last 

King of the Chandra probably repudiated Buddhism and became a 

I I 
Saiva and made his grant in favour of the dancing form of Siva 

~--

called Natesvara 61 , whose worship might have been popularised 

in Bengal by the South Indian settlers. 

I . I 
The Sadasiva image of Siva is found on the seals of 

the copper plates of the Sena Kings,such independent figures 

of the God, representing the description given in the Uttara 

-·- - 62 Kamikagama and the Garuda purana. , are found in karge number. 
• • 

A specimen of this type of sculpture has.been preserved in the 

Indian Museum, bearing the inscription No. B. The sculpture 

is finely carved specimen of Pala art. The image of Nataraja 
• 

~va, one of the important aspects of the God £iva ~ been 

./!. 
discovered in Beng~. This type of Siva wo~ship ~~ supposed 

I 

to have been bro1J8ht from Southern India. 

U ... ah I . ma-M esvara aspect is one of the commonest from 

of images associated with the iaiva cult found in Eastern 

India 63• The extreme frequency of such images in Eastern India 
~o.J-

can be explained by the fact A these are the regions where 

· Tantric cult) originated and developed to a ·large extent. 
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I I·· 
There is another variety of Siva and Sakti merged ~:f'V 

one body, the right half b·eing male and the left female. This 

is the Ardhanarf/vara. for•m of Siva which is comparatively 

rare in Bengal. The purapari image of that type is a. fine 

~, 64 piece of sculpture of the P~a age • 

The. terrific aspects of the God £iva were .also 

iconogra.pllically represented. The four armed image of Vatuka.-
• 

Bhairava discovered in the Dinajpur district. '!he image stands 

65 
in a Prat~idha posture on a severed human head • 

I 
S ~ k t i : The worship of the female principle 

held as the mother Goddess seems to have existed in some.form 

or other among 

seers put more 

the people of Indus Valley 66 • Though the vedic 
~ 
I 

importance to the male deities, they were supp-

osed to have well understood the importance of female energy 

from very early days. This brought about the creation. of such 

Goddess as Aditi, Uma, Prithivf, Vae besides Sarasyatr, Ratri, 

Dhishana and few other Goddess whose glory are sung in the 

Rigveda 67• The Dev!mahatmya section of the Mirkandeya Purana 
I I 

.·contains the most important elements of the ~~ta cult 68 • 

-
The ,devistutis describe different strands contributed to the 

growth of the composite. cult Goddess. It may be held that the 
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1- · 11 esoteric tenets of the Saktas took long time to atta1n fu 

development and the extant Tantric texts explaining these 

doctrines cannot be taken back beyond the early medieval perioa
9

• 

R.P. Chandra 70 has suggested that iaktism originated 

in the Eastern countries of the outer Aryan belt such as Bengal, 

I 
North Bihar and Gujrat-. He even asserted that the Sakti culture 

was revealed in Gauda. Dr. P.C. Bagchi has refuted this on the 
• 

ground that "There were mountain Goddesses like Vindy?-vasfni, 

the vegetation deities like £akambhar! etc., but these did not 

I I 
give rise to Saktism. The basis of Saktism was a well-establi-

-· shed system of Philos-ophy like Siimkhya in 'Which Prakri ti and 

Purusha play the same role as that of the £akti and £ival 71 • 

He traces the origin of £akti cult directly from of the 

la1va canan. 
f 
I 

The Devipur~ a text composed about the end of the 

7th and the beginning of the 8th Century A.D. shows that she 

-was worshipped in different forms various Devi temples are men-

tioned in the Pala records. It is evident from the study of 

the siyan inscription 72 that the divine mother in varous forms 

was already populat in Bengal. The Pingalaryactevf is mentioned 

in the verse 63 of the same inscription. These inscriptions 
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show that the idea of divine mother was quite a popular 

feature in Bengal. 

Ambika aspect of the Goddess was one of the popular 

I 
features of the worship of Sakti during the period of our 

73 -
study. In the Vajasaneyr sa.IDhita and TaittiriYa Brarunana 

... 
Ambika appears as the sister of RUdra, but in the Tai ttiiHya 

Aranyaka 74 , she is known as the consort of the latter. The 

Brahma-vaivarta-purana 75 gives a long list of various names 

of Durga which includes the name of Ambika. From the explana-

tions of different texts, it appears that it represented the 

placid aspect of the Goddess. Among other images of this aspect 

of the Goddess, the Pahiirpur image of the Goddess Ambika, with 

two arms se&ted in lahitasana on lotus pedestral, attracts our 

attention. Accardi~ to P .K. Bhat tacharyya, 11 the sim.plici ty 
I 

of the w.hole composition marks it out as one of the fine 

specimen of ,Pala aJI't (late lOth Century A.D.") 76 •. 

The standing four armed images of the Goddess Parvatr 

are very common in eastern India, Particularly in Bengal. Des-

cription of some placid aspects of Durga are found included in 

the list mentioned in the Prakriti-Kandam of the Brahmava:Lvarta 
, ! ' 

Purina 77• It is difficult to distinguish one aspect of this 

class w.ith others, unless the name is written on the pedestal. 
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All these are the placid aspects of the Durga images, 

I 
but the Goddess like her consort Siva, bad her terrific or ugra 

form. Mythologically, the most important among them is the 

Mahisasura - Mardin! images. Among the different varieties of 

Durga images, the Mahisasura - Mardi~ type is the most popular 

Goddess in India and Bengal in particular, from an early time. 

The earliest reference to the Goddess Durga (Durgi) occurs in 

-
the Taittiriya A.r-s:nya.ka in which two other names of the Goddess 

i.e. Katyayani' ,and Kanya-Klllilirf have been added 78• The 

Markandeya Purina describes in a characte:ristic way how the 

Goddess came out of the accumulated fury not only of Brah.ma, 

Vis~u and /iva, but also of all other Gods ~en the Gods were 

defeated by the Buffaloe demon (Mahisasura) in the initial 

stage of the rise of the demon 79• She is represented in icons 
., 

with 2,4,8,12,16,20 and even 32 hands 80 • Prabhavati, the 
f 

queen of Devakhadga caused the construction of Sarvani image 
• • 

of eight ar~ 1n the 7th Century A.D. A ver;y interesting 

sculpture w1 th ten armed image of Mahisamardinf, discovered at 

Sakla (Dacca) with a padestal inscription describing· , it- ~s .: 

• irf-Masika-Chandi 1 represents the character of the 12th 

Century A.D., 
81

• The relief of Nawa Durga from Por~ha (Dinajpur) 

represents an extremely rare type consisting of nine figures 

Of Mahisamardini, one represented as the central piece with 

eight other miniatures grouped round it. The centr-al figure 
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82 
is eighteen armed while the rest are endowed with sixteen arm.i • 

B u d d h i s m : The predominance of the Brihmanical 
• 

culture brought about wrath among the non-Aryan people. The 

elaborate system of sacrifice associated with the Brahmanical 
• 

religion falled to gratify the religious aspirations of all 

sections of people, This led to religious speculations of a. 

different type and thinkers like the author of the Mundaka -
• • 

Upanishad 83 began to question the val~e and efficacy of sacrifice 

It is difficult to ascertain definitely the· first 

entry of Buddhism in Bengal, ~cording to the sanskrit work 

Vinaya Which usually preserves the tradition of Pre-Aiokan times, 

the Eastern limit of Aryavarta was upto Pundravardhana 84• If 
• • 

it is accepted, then it may be assumed that Buddhism had obta
if 

ined some footing in North Bengal even before the coming of 

&ioka to power. The Buddhist canonical work Samyuktanikaya as 

well as the introduction of the T elapatta Jataka speak even of 

Buddha's visit to a locality in the Summa country in South-

West Bengal. But the life story of Buddha as recorded in the 

early Buddhist literature indicates that Buddha's activities 

were limited to North and South Bihar as well as the Eastern 

part Of Uttar Pradesh 8S o 
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Whatever it may be, the gact cannot be denied that 
I . .. 

Buddhism gained firm hold during the time of Asoka (269-2~ B.C) 

86 who was great champion and propagator of Buddhism • According 

· to Hiuen-Tsang, Aioka built many Buddhist monastaries in diff

erent parts of Bengal 87 • The Mahasthan fragmentary stone ins-

cription of the 3rd Century B.C. clearly indicates that Buddhism 

. 83 
was firmly established in Pundra=naga.ra at that time • 

•• 
0 

Subsequently Vanga became famous as one of the centres of 

• Buddhism. This has been proved by the mention of Vanga in a list 

of Buddhist countries found in Nagarjunikonda inscription the 

89 . 
third Century A.D. but the progress of Buddhism in Bengal 

from the decline of the Manryas and the rise of the Guptas 

cannot be determined owing to the paucity of materials. 

( 
The Chinese Pilgrim I-tsing who travelle~ in India in 

671-95 A.D. saw the ruins of the 1 t ample of China 1 wich was 

built up under the patronage of a King lri Gupta about 500 years 

i I -Mr ga:sikhavana or • 
before his visit. It was built up near 

M;"igasthapana in Varendra (North Bengal) for some Chinese 

Pilgrims 
90

• It may be supposed that the first Gupta King was 

··devoted to Buddhism. The Bhaik~i inscription, preserved in 

Malda .fiuseum, proves that there were foreign monks residing 

in Varendra 91 • 
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The first definite evidence of the prosperity 

Buddhism in Bengal is furnished by the accounts of Fa-hien 'Who 

visited in the first part of the fifth Century A.D. He visited 

Tamralipti, the sea _port in the South Bengal 'Where he found 

Buddhism in flourishing condition. There were 22 monasteries 

with resident monks and Fa-hien stayed there for two years 

writing out his Siitras and drawing picture of images 92 • 

We may form a fairly good idea of the condition of 

Buddhism in the 7th Century A.D. trom the detailed ac·counts of 

the Chinese pilgrim Hiuen-Tsang 'Who visited Bengal in about 

637 A.D. According to him, there were 20 Buddhist monasteries 

and above 3000 Brethrens in Pundravaidhana, and 30 Buddhist 
• • 

monasteries and above 2000 Brethren in Sama,ata 93• The biggest 
• 

of the monasteries was the Po-shi-no monastery 94 whe.re about 

f 
700 monks lived and some of them were distinguished in Eastern 

In,dia. Cunningham had identified the Po-shi-no Vihara with a 

site called Bhasuvihara near Mahasthan in Bogra 95 • 

The Chinese pilgrim Sheng-chi, Who visited India in 

the second half of the 7th Century A.n., has left a valuable 

account of the state of Buddhism in Samatata. According to him, 
• 

the King of the country at that time was Rajabhata who was a 
• 

devoted worshipper of t-riratna and played the part of a great 
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Up&saka. He used to read hundl'ed thousand {lakas of Mahaprajffa-

pare¥Ilitisiitra and there were more than 4000 monks and nuns in 

Samatata at that time 96• The King Rajarija belonged to the 
• 

Kha.dga dynasty of Samatata in second half of the 7th Century A..D. 
• 0 

The Chinese accounts undoubteclly prove that T amrallpti 

was an important centre of Buddhist studies and Buddhism was in 

a flourishing condition all over Bengal at least in the seventh 

Century .Ln. 

The Kingly house that took up the reins of political 

·control in Bengal was the house of the Palis. It rul.ed for four 

hundred years over Bengal and Bihar. The above discussion proves 

that the establishment of the Buddhist Pala dynasty in Bengal 

about the middle of the 8th Century A.D., may not be a fortu-
f 

itous event, but was facilitated by the growing dominance or 

Buddhism in this region. The rule of the P ilas saw the heyday 

of Buddhism, but Buddhism declined and ultimately disappeared 

from Bengal after them and whereever it remained it changed 

its basic characteristics. 

It may be mentioned here that the Goddess Tara appears i 

to have been originally worshipped by some aboriginal people 

probably of Eastern India and was adopted in both the 
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Bribmanica.l and Buddhist pantheons in the early centuries or 
• 

the Christian era 9? o 

Among other monarteries, flourished during that time, 

mention may be made of the Traikiitaka, Devikota, Pandita, 
I I 

Sannagara, Phullahari, Pattikeraka, Vikramapur! and Jagaddala... 
• • 

The royal patronage has always been an important factor in the 

growth of religious sects into importance and Bengal enjoyed 

1 t to the :full during the period between 750 - 1150 A... D. Not 

only the Palas, but even the minor ruling dynasties during the 

period were ~dent followe1•s of Buddhism ~8 o 

It appears from the study of the inscriptional sources 

that many of the Buddhist and Jaina religious establishments 

. were patronis.E3d by lhe Bratunanical Hindus and that the Buddhists 
I o 

and Jains were not socially distinct from the ordinary Hindus. 

It is recorded in Paharpur inscription of 479 A.D. that a 

Brihmana named ·Nathalarman and his wife Rw donated land for 
I 

99 Jain mo~tery o It has been recorded in the Gunaighar grant 

that a Buddhist monastery was made by a ia1va King 100• It has 

,. been informed in the kailan inscription 101 , of a Vaishnava 
. . 

King £rid!liranar~ta, that a ·.piece of land was donated to . . 

Bhagavat Tathagata or .Ra.tna traya (Buddhist trinity of Buddha, 
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.. 
Dharlllal. and Sangha) for the reading and writing of Buddhist 

religions texts as well as to a number ·of Br~as for the 

...Jok - .,.J performance of their Pan ~a-mab.ayanja. It appears from the 

tact noted above that "in the 7th Century A..D. when the 

Br8hman1cal and Buddhist philosophers were busy in refUting 
• 

one another's view, the life of the ordinary man was marked 

by absolute toleration " 102
• 

The royal family of the Chandras of South-East 

Bengal adopted Buddhism. The Kings of the dynasty were called 

Pawama-Sa.ugata. The grants of £richandra were made in the name 

of the Buddha.-bha.ttiraka 103• The recently published Mc:Unimati 

plates 104 of Ladaha Chandra (1000-20) and Govinda Chandra 
• 

(1020 -55 A.D.),however, show that the latest members of the 

Chandra family rep~ated the Buddhist faith and they made 

grants of land in :favour of a Vaishnavite or ia1vite diety • 
• 

Ladaha. Chandra.' s gifts· were made in favour or the Vaishnavi te 
~ . 

and named after 

lOS · 
himself • Govindaehandra made his grant in favour of the 

dancing from of £1va called Nates~a.ra 106 •. 
• --

The Bhagalpur plate of the Parama-Saugata Narayana-
• 

pila. (854 - 908 A.D.) records the gift or a village in favour 
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I I - -or the temple or Siva-bha.ttaraka and the Pasupatacharya 

Parisad in a locality of Kalasapta 107• This inscriptions 

appears to indicate a sort of repprochment between sfaivism 

and Buddhism. 

The repprochment between Vaishnavism and Buddhism 
•· 

is tr~ced in Vajrayogini tortoise shell inscription of the 

Va;rman King SamalS.varman of the 11th Cent~y A.D. It has been 

described "Namo Bhagava te Vasudevaya I Namo Budhaya I I Savas ti

ni/reyasay = astuJino Jinanam II = "Adoration to the Buddha. 

May ~ Jina (Buddha) be for the prosperity and salvation u108 

The Narayanapur inscription or the time or Mahipala I 
0 

(988 - 1088 A..D.) indicates a sort of merger or the Buddhists 

'109 
in the HindU commnn¥ty ·• The above view has also been supp-

' ., 

orted by the Ma.ndhuk inscription 110 • According to the Mandhuk 

inscription, a merchant named Buddhamitra who wa. the son of 

Jambha:lamitra of Samatata caused the establishment of an i.mage 
• 

Vinayaka Brahmanical God. This fact seems to indicate that 
• 

Bu.ddhami tr a and J ambhalami tr a were Buddhists , but were 

• 

. Hinduised enough.. to pay homage to the Braha.ma.zp.cal deity or 

·that their family had been Buddhist at an earlier date, although 

they were themselves followers or the Brarunanical ra1 th ll1 • 
0 
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The ordinary Buddhist house holders had perhaps 

. no rea;l touch w1 th the Buddhist philosophers. The MahSYana 

Buddhists worshipped icons quite simila~to that)rarun~cal 
Gods and Goddesses. This might have wiped away gradually the 

batriers between the two religions. According to D.C. Sircar, 

11 In the early medieval age, Buddhists, appear to haue been 

joining the worship of Brarunaru.cal deities and social and re-
• 

ligious festivals of the Hindus and were enjoying recitations, 

on such ·-occasions, of stories from Brarunanical 11 terature 
• 

along'Wi th their HindU neighbours who adopted -wholly or partly 

some Buddhis.t deities including the Buddha himself and certain 

Buddhist social and religious festival'~ 112 • The old Mahayana 

form of Buddhism was transferred into mystic forms known as 

Vajrayan.a and Tantrayana, more specifically Saha.jayana and 

Kalachakrayana. Mucp of the religious concepts of these sects 
I 

were adopted by the Tantrika school and various other religion 

-communi ties. oi\_ the Hindus ll3 
o This led to the ultimate decline 

of Buddhism in Bengal • 

., 

Another contributing factor was the rise of Senas 

Who were the followers of orthodox Brihamanical religion and 
. , 0 

·ctue to the absence or royal patro11a1ge Buddhism lost its impor

tance in Bengal which had been its last refuge. Another impor

tant blow was the indirect economic disability produced by the 



arrival in Bengal of invading Muslim troops covering off the 

• 
land, thus rendering popular economic support of the Sangha 

impossible to maintain. Once the critical situation had been 

reached all the forces detrimental to the survival of Buddhism 

would have been brought into play. Loss of popular support 

• because of economic shortage denied to the Sangha the chance 

of being popularly maintained 114 • 

The Pilas advocated a. policy of compromise in social 

and cultural. spheres with Brihmanical Hinduism for political 
0 

and diplomatic reasons. The Senas tried to build up the Society 

on the basis of rigid! ty of caste system resulting the decline 

of the policy of compromise with differ.ent religious sects 

pursued by the Palas. ~cording to M.d. Tara.fdar the excessive 

dependence upon agr:i1culture and the neglect of trade during 
I 

that time and the consequent derogation of the position indus-

trial and Business class who were the mainstay of Buddhism, 

sounded the death knell of Buddhism in Bengal 115• 

Conclusion • • From the foregoing discussion 

we may. ;cl.MI!Q)v)v certain striking features of religious system in 

Bengal down to the end of Hindu rule. One of the most signifi-

cant feature was the importance of Buddhism in Bengal. on the 

basis of the evidence of Hiuen-Tsa.ng we may assume that 
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Buddhists and Jainas almost out numbered the followers of the 

Brarunanical religion. The Patronage of the IC'-la~~, Pilas, 
• 

Chand.I'as, Kantideva. saved that religion from the fate wich 

occurred to it in other parts of Indi~ But all these could 

not curb the dominance of the Brahmanical religion inspite of 
• 

the royaJ. patronage in favour of Buddhism • 

.Another important feature was the absence of s ecta-

ri&n jealousy among the followers of different creeds. The 

Catholic attitude of the Buddhist rulers may be cited for 

example. Some of the Buddhist rulers are given credit in offi-

cial records for maintaining orthodox social ord~'• Some of 

rulers built various temples of /iva and. Vishnu and reverently 
• 

poured sacrificial water upon their head. Prabhavati, the queen 

of Devakhadga, set ~P the image of Chandi. Chi tramatika, the 
• , • ? 

Chief queen of Madanapala regarded it meritorious to hear the 

- - . ' recital· of the Mahabharata· .. One of the reasons may be that the 

royal families of Bengal often sought matrimonial relations 

\IL th the important Brahmanical royal families like the Rashtra.-
• . 

ku~as, the K~achur Is etc. The religion of the queens influenced 

the religions lives of Kings of Bengal very often. Another impor

tant factor, as assessed by some, may be due to the political 

necessity rather than to a firm religious conviction 116 • 

. , 
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